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Indira Gandhi 2017-09-30 indira gandhi s life spanned over two thirds of a
century by the time of her brutal assassination in 1984 she had
established herself as the most significant political leader india had seen
since the death of her father jawaharlal nehru in this book written with
the close cooperation of her subject pupul jayakar seeks to uncover the
many personalities that lay hidden within mrs gandhi much more than a
political biography the book reveals the complex personality of indira
gandhi her thoughts and feelings her hates and prejudices her insights
and her faults her loves and emotional entanglements full of startling
insights indira gandhi a biography paints a magnificent portrait at once
empathetic and unprejudiced of one of the twentieth century s most
remarkable women
J. Krishnamurti 1986 a classic biography of one of the greatest spiritual
teachers of our times in 1909 when he was just fourteen krishnamurti
was proclaimed the world teacher in whom maitreya the bodhisattva of
compassion would manifest the proclamation was made by annie besant
then president of the theosophical society a movement that combined
western occult philosophy with buddhist and hindu teachings besant
trained krishnamurti in his role as the chosen one but twenty years later
he chose to disband the order he was head of and set out alone on his
endless journey as a contemporary of krishnamurti and one of his closest
associates pupul jayakar offers an insider s view of the fascinating life
and thought of an extraordinary individual
Indira Gandhi 1992 when indira gandhi was brutally assassinated in 1984
she had lived through india s tortured liberation from the british empire
the bloody era of partition and the monumental difficulties associated
with creating and sustaining the world s largest and most troubled
democratic nation this unique intimate biography of one of the first
women heads of state in modern history shows indira growing from the
shy daughter of the great jawaharlal nehru to the accomplished politician
she eventually became very few people knew indira beyond the facade
and there has been nothing written about her that illumines the
conflicting aspects of her character aloof but charming lonely but
ferocious in defense of her own particularly her son sanjay sensitive and
cultivated but capable of cold arrogance devoted to her nation but blind
to some of the cruelties she inflicted a warm mother and grandmother
but a calculating politician a friend of indira s for more than thirty years
pupul jayakar is uniquely qualified to assess and illuminate this complex



woman in depth jayakar reveals indira s thoughts and feelings her loves
and emotional entanglements her blunders and her great courage she is
also able to situate the nehru family in the context of modern indian
history in a way that is vivid to the western reader in indira gandhi pupul
jayakar gives us a penetrating but balanced account of one of the
twentieth century s most remarkable women a towering figure whose
virtues and vices will be debated for a long time to come
Indira Gandhi 1985 私たちの生はどうしてこうも空虚 断片的で 混乱したものになってしまったのか たんなる言葉で
も観念でもない 全的な自由と生の変容は果たして可能なのだろうか 本書でクリシュナムルティは私たちの苦悩 悲しみ 痛み 恐怖のまさ
にその根源にメスを入れ セルフ 思考の罠と自己欺瞞を暴き出す 一切の権威 判断 逃避を排してじかにそれを見 見ることによって条件
づけが脱落するとき 何が起こるのか 彼は読者をその探求への旅へと誘う m ルティエンスが彼の教えへの最適のガイドとすべく 最大
限の情熱を込めて円熟期の講話記録から編集したエッセンス集
既知からの自由 2007-06-29 first published in 1995 to commemorate the birth
centenary of j krishnamurti fire in the mind consists of fifteen dialogues
between krishnamurti and pupul jayakar a friend for many years and
author of krishnamurti a biography tm held between the years 1978 and
1984 these dialogues cover a vast range of concerns fear sorrow time
death and the ending of the self they also explore subjects central to
scientific research today such as the questions of biological survival the
nature of consciousness and ageing and renewal of the brain cells
Fire in the Mind 2016-08-15 私たちの責任は まず最初に 自分自身を理解することです なぜなら 私たちがく
らす社会は 私たちの心の状態の結果だからです 社会は 世界は 私たち自身なのです 私が話そうとしていることは あなたがたに聴かせ
るための一連の思想ではありません 話し手が語らなければならないことは あなたが自分の心のなかに見ることのできる事実なのです で
すから どうぞよろしければ あなた自身を観察するために話し手をお使いください ご自身をいっさいゆがめることなく見て 実のところ
どうあるかを学ぶための鏡として 話し手をお使いください クリシュナムルティとともに静寂と愛が甦る
Krishnamurti 1986 an intimate and insightful portrait of a remarkable
teacher and spiritual leader j krishnamurti 1895 1986 was born in
madanapalle a small town west of chennai to brahmin parents in 1909 at
the age of fourteen he was proclaimed as a saviour and subsequently
taken to england by annie besant there he was educated privately and
groomed for the role of world teacher in 1929 however he rejected the
mantle and disbanded the organization of which he was the head
declaring that he did not want disciples thereby unleashing a storm of
controversy a gentle unassuming teacher over the next half century
krishnamurti would travel the world bearing his message inspiring the
likes of jawaharlal nehru aldous huxley george bernard shaw and the
dalai lama for the first time the complete biography of j krishnamurti is
available in one volume the years of awakening 1895 to 1935 recounts



his childhood days and grooming for his messianic role the years of
fulfilment 1935 to 1980 a comprehensive account of the years he spent
spreading his extraordinary philosophy of enlightenment and truth and
the open door 1980 to 1986 the final chapter of an epic life mary lutyens
who had known krishnamurti since she was three years old has drawn on
the unpublished letters and personal recollections of the great man to
bring us an unforgettable and affecting account of the life of this beloved
religious figure who touched the hearts and minds of millions
あなたは世界だ 1998-11 a definitive incisive and no holds barred account of the
life and times of one of india s most charismatic and prominent leaders
who has left a distinctive stamp on history for almost two decades indira
gandhi stood out the world s most powerful woman in india there is
hardly a neutral opinion about her she is either adored or abused inder
malhotra s biography explores objectively this highly complex and very
private person right from her childhood to her last days who lived under
constant public gaze and learnt to adjust her demanour to the occasion
rigorously concealing her true self and real feelings this comprehensive
work recounts her unusual and unhappy love marriage to feroze gandhi
and examines the ambivalent influence of her father jawaharlal nehru on
her career it also focuses on her relationship with her sons sanjay her
chosen heir and his elder brother rajiv who ironically succeeded her as
the prime minister of india the author traces indira gandhi s own
evolution from a dumb doll to the empress of india and her downfall the
seeds of which were sown when she imposed the emergency on 25 june
1975 this phase marked a dark period in the post independence era her
party the congress lost the march 1997 general election and she was out
of power for nearly three years the author also describes the later revival
in her fortunes when she returned as prime minister in january 1980
during her second term she had to order the indian army to enter the
golden temple in amritsar the holiest shrine of the sikhs to flush out the
militants hiding there this move led to her being assassinated by her own
sikh bodyguards on 31 october 1984 in the revised and updated edition
inder malhotra throws light on the impact that indira gandhi had and
continues to have on indian politics after her death when her mantle fell
on members of her family including rajiv gandhi first and sonia gandhi
later this is not only a compulsive and gripping narrative about a
remarkable personality but also a fascinating study of india after
independence e41



Krishnamurti 1988 a classic biography of one of the greatest spiritual
teachers of our times in 1909 when he was just fourteen krishnamurti
was proclaimed the world teacher in whom maitreya the bodhisattva of
compassion would manifest the proclamation was made by annie besant
then president of the theosophical society a movement that combined
western occult philosophy with buddhist and hindu teachings besant
trained krishnamurti in his role as the chosen one but twenty years later
he chose to disband the order he was head of and set out alone on his
endless journey as a contemporary of krishnamurti and one of his closest
associates pupul jayakar offers an insider s view of the fascinating life
and thought of an extraordinary individual
Indira Gandhi 1976 drawing connections between history individual
development group psychology and the cultures of specific communities
the colours of violence paints richly textured portraits of a range of
subjects involved in riots and focuses on not just the survivors but also
the agents of violence with insight and unsparing self reflection kakar
shows how hindu and muslim identities are formed by rumour religion
and bigotry and how they are fuelled by nostalgic histories and the
anxieties and uncertainties produced by the process of modernization
J. Krishnamurti 2005 i have always felt that indira gandhi is the
exceptional and foremost example of the dynastic politics of independent
india she is a perfect example of dynastic rule on one hand she is called
the iron lady on the other hand people pay tribute to her dictatorship for
imposing emergency in the country where on one hand indira gandhi
carved her name in golden letters in indian history by dividing pakistan
into two on the contrary she has also endured the slogans like sanjay ki
mummy badi nikammi for blindly loving her son like gandhari loved
duryodhana nonetheless we cannot forget that it was indira gandhi who
gave wings to india s strength and courage by conducting the nuclear
test however she was also the prime minister for whom the high court
issued orders to be removed from her office in fact indira gandhi is
merely a symbol of dynasty politics the point here is to remind the young
people that they cannot strive for ideal politics by idolising those who
have flourished through family inheritance of post or position in today s
scenario there are numerous political parties that operate under a single
family s control although i hold great admiration for indira gandhi
however her darker side is perhaps more prominent hence i believe that
young aspirants who are interested in politics can learn valuable lessons



from this book on what not to do
Indira Gandhi 2014-02-01 documents the history and development of
post colonial literatures in english together with english and american
literature and includes original research relating to the literatures of
some 50 countries and territories in more than 1 600 entries written by
more than 600 internationally recognized scholars it explores the effect
of the colonial and post colonial experience on literatures in english
worldwide
J. Krishnamurti 2000-10-14 published on the birth centenary of j
krishnamurti fire in the mind is a book of important discussions
conducted with krishnamurti held from the end of the 1960s to 28
december 1985 seven weeks before his death on 17 february 1986 these
dialogues cover a vast ocean of human concernsýfear sorrow death time
culture ageing and the renewal of the brain they also explore subjects
that are central to scientific research today such as the questions of
biological survival the nature of consciousness artificial intelligence
computers and the mechanical mind j krishnamurti needs no introduction
a sage a seer a religious revolutionary and a teacher of profound
compassion krishnamurti negated all spiritual authority he sought
freedom from the guru the book tradition and the authoritarian voice of
another ýtruth is within youý he said and to discover that truth in the
luminous light of perception was to transform the very nature of thought
and consciousness it was to awaken intelligence insight and an abundant
compassion the total responsibility lay with the individual no one could
free another from bondage these dialogues reveal krishnamurtiýs
approach to self knowing and his way of investigation into the brain the
mind and the consciousness in a world brought to the edge of the abyss
by growing violence soaring religious fundamentalism the desecration of
nature and a massive assault on human integrity they provide a new
direction to those of us seeking an alternative way of life
The Colours of Violence 1996 this innovative text explores the
extraordinary personal and political lives of ten leaders who profoundly
changed twentieth century asian history china india vietnam cambodia
and indonesia are interpreted through the lives of mao zedong deng
xiaoping mohandas gandhi indira gandhi ho chi minh ngo dinh diem
norodom sihanouk pol pot sukarno and suharto some recast their
countries by force of arms others by the power of their ideology some
were born into poverty others into privilege some were democrats some



autocrats some communists but however great their differences each can
claim to be an authentic nationalist using a biographical approach this
book will stimulate students to think about the relationship between
political leadership and nationalism
Indira Files: A Critical Look at The Controversial Side of Indira
Gandhi 2023-12-21 olof palme sweden olusegun obasanjo nigeria and
indira gandhi india achieved the pinnacle of political power fell from or
relinquished power and then after a period in the political wilderness
regained it by placing greater emphasis than that customarily accorded
by biographers on the interment that followed their fall and preceded
their resurrection the book describes how what they did the lessons they
learned and the mistakes made by their successors facilitated their
reentry
Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literatures in English 2004-11-30 a
narrative tour de force that combines wide ranging scholarship with
captivating prose kevin starr s acclaimed multi volume americans and
the california dream is an unparalleled work of cultural history in this
volume starr covers the crucial postwar period 1950 to 1963 when the
california we know today first burst into prominence starr brilliantly
illuminates the dominant economic social and cultural forces in california
in these pivotal years in a powerful blend of telling events colorful
personalities and insightful analyses starr examines such issues as the
overnight creation of the postwar california suburb the rise of los angeles
as super city the reluctant emergence of san diego as one of the largest
cities in the nation and the decline of political centrism he explores the
silent generation and the emergent boomer youth cult the beats and the
hollywood rat pack the pervasive influence of zen buddhism and other
asian traditions in art and design the rise of the university of california
and the emergence of california itself as a utopia of higher education the
cooling of west coast jazz freeway and water projects of heroic
magnitude outdoor life and the beginnings of the environmental
movement more broadly he shows how california not only became the
most populous state in the union but in fact evolved into a mega state en
route to becoming the global commonwealth it is today golden dreams
continues an epic series that has been widely recognized for its signal
contribution to the history of american culture in california it is a book
that transcends its stated subject to offer a wealth of insight into the
growth of the sun belt and the west and indeed the dramatic



transformation of america itself in these pivotal years following the
second world war
Fire in the Mind 1995 the gripping story of an explosive turning point in
the history of modern india on the night of june 25 1975 indira gandhi
declared a state of emergency in india suspending constitutional rights
and rounding up her political opponents in midnight raids across the
country in the twenty one harrowing months that followed her regime
unleashed a brutal campaign of coercion and intimidation arresting and
torturing people by the tens of thousands razing slums and imposing
compulsory sterilization on the poor emergency chronicles provides the
first comprehensive account of this understudied episode in india s
modern history gyan prakash strips away the comfortable myth that the
emergency was an isolated event brought on solely by gandhi s desire to
cling to power arguing that it was as much the product of indian
democracy s troubled relationship with popular politics drawing on
archival records private papers and letters published sources film and
literary materials and interviews with victims and perpetrators prakash
traces the emergency s origins to the moment of india s independence in
1947 revealing how the unfulfilled promise of democratic transformation
upset the fine balance between state power and civil rights he vividly
depicts the unfolding of a political crisis that culminated in widespread
popular unrest which gandhi sought to crush by paradoxically using the
law to suspend lawful rights her failure to preserve the existing political
order had lasting and unforeseen repercussions opening the door for
caste politics and hindu nationalism placing the emergency within the
broader global history of democracy this gripping book offers invaluable
lessons for us today as the world once again confronts the dangers of
rising authoritarianism and populist nationalism
Krishnamurti 1990 esta obra biográfica de j krishnamurti escrita por
pupul jayakar filósofa de renombre e importante líder cultural de la india
reúne un material valiosísimo basado en la profunda amistad y en los
largos años de estrecha relación de la autora con krishnamurti consta de
anotaciones de sus diarios y cartas personales vivencias registros de
conversaciones y diálogos con ella y otras personas algunas de renombre
internacional como el dalai lama e india gandhi entre otros esto le
confiere a la obra un carácter singular porque constituye una expresión
en gran parte inédita y por momentos sorprendente de la propia
enseñanza de krishnamurti acerca del dvd que se incluye en el libro el



reto del cambio relata la fascinante historia de uno de los más grandes
maestros del siglo xx desde su descubrimiento en su infancia en 1909
hasta su muerte en 1986 tiene un valor incalculable porque nos relata la
vida de krishnamurti a través de fotografías y películas de archivo
también se muestran extractos de muchas de sus charlas públicas y
entrevistas hechas a propósito para la película
Patriots and Tyrants 1999 the term hindu is referred to the religious life
of the people of india and spirituality understood as wisdom about the
way back into the ground of pluralism of religious forms these two
volumes are strucrtured along the division between the classical and the
postclassical twenty seven scholars from around the world shed light on
the spiritual beauty of hinduisms poetry art and temples festivals and
music as well as the contributions of modern pioneers such as swami
vivekananda sri aurobindo mahatma gandhi and others
The Fall and Rise of Political Leaders 2011-01-31 balasaheb thackeray
sheila dikshit a p j abdul kalam namdeo dhasal s jaipal reddy these are
just some of the 50 dynamos whose lives and times are captured in this
collection of profiles of some of the most prominent actors in
independent india s political theatre game changers pranab mukherjee p
v narasimha rao and jyoti basu crowd pulling swashbucklers sheikh
abdullah and laldenga crusaders such as kanshi ram and maulana
hussain ahmad madani mavericks chandraswami amar singh and ajit
kumar jogi charismatic leaders like madhavrao scindia and mufti
mohammad sayeed possessors of star power including jayalalithaa vinod
khanna and m karunanidhi and skilful navigators like ahmed patel and v
c shukla all find place in this incontestable list traversing ideologies and
bringing into focus the human facet of governments leaders politicians
citizens presents a compelling history of indian democracy and provides
riveting insights into the evolution of its political culture
Golden Dreams 2011-09-09 a thorough and incisive introduction to
contemporary india the story of the forging of india the world s largest
democracy is a rich and inspiring one this volume a sequel to the best
selling india s struggle for independence analyses the challenges india
has faced and the successes it has achieved in the light of its colonial
legacy and century long struggle for freedom the book describes how the
constitution was framed as also how the nehruvian political and economic
agenda and basics of foreign policy were evolved and developed it dwells
on the consolidation of the nation examining contentious issues like party



politics in the centre and the states the punjab problem and anti caste
politics and untouchability this revised edition offers a scathing analysis
of the growth of communalism in india and the use of state power in
furthering its cause it also documents the fall of the national democratic
alliance in the 2004 general elections the united progressive alliance s
subsequent rise to power and the indo us nuclear deal that served to
unravel the political consensus at the centre apart from detailed analyses
of indian economic reforms since 1991 and wide ranging land reforms
and the green revolution this new edition includes an overview of the
indian economy in the new millennium these along with objective
assessments of jawaharlal nehru indira gandhi jayaprakash narayan lal
bahadur shastri rajiv gandhi vishwanath pratap singh atal bihari vajpayee
and manmohan singh constitute a remarkable overview of a nation on
the move
Emergency Chronicles 2021-07-06 rudra chaudhuri s book examines a
series of crises that led to far reaching changes in india s approach to the
united states defining the contours of what is arguably the imperative
relationship between america and the global south forged in crisis
provides a fresh interpretation of india s advance in foreign affairs under
the stewardship of prime ministers jawaharlal nehru indira gandhi atal
bihari vajpayee and finally manmohan singh it reveals the complex and
distinctive manner in which india sought to pursue at once material
interests and ideas while meticulously challenging the shakier and largely
untested reading of non alignment palpable in most works on indian
foreign policy and international relations from the korean war in 1950 to
the considered debate within india on sending troops to iraq in 2003 and
from the loss of territory to china and the subsequent talks on kashmir
with pakistan in 1962 63 to the signing of a civil nuclear agreement with
washington in 2008 chaudhuri maps indian negotiating styles and
behaviour and how these shaped and informed decisions vital to its
strategic interest in turn redefining its relationship with the united states
J. Krishnamurti. Biografía 2011-11 making of martyrs unravels an epic
saga of populist politics in the postcolonial indian subcontinent indira
gandhi zulfikar ali bhutto and sheikh mujibur rahman were towering
figures and have been simultaneously loved and hated in equal measure
during their heyday each of these leaders garnered extraordinary power
and charisma their followers admirers and loyal supporters continue to
idolise and romanticise them yet in the eyes of their critics they were



ruthless power hungry tyrants and partisan villains these dichotomies
remain irreconcilable since their followers venerate them as a model for
the future and their critics relegate them to a haunted past drawing on
years of research faisal khosa explores the turbulent lives and times of
these three leaders and gives us a vivid account of their politics and
personalities
Hindu Spirituality 2003 this is a single volume source of reliable
information on the most important alternative religions covering for each
such essentials as history theology impact on the culture and current
status the chapters of the book were written by experts who study the
movements they have written about
Leaders, Politicians, Citizens 2022-03-30 the third edition of this well
regarded introduction to hinduism adds new material on the religion s
origins on its relations with rival traditions and on hindu science
India Since Independence 2008-02-11 feroze gandhi is often remembered
as indira gandhi s husband and jawaharlal nehru s son in law but who
was feroze gandhi a congress worker a young freedom fighter a
parliamentarian or just another gandhi diving into the history of the
nehru gandhi family the swedish journalist bertil falk brings together his
40 year old research in this biography of feroze gandhi including first
hand interviews of people close to feroze and personal experiences of the
author with some rare photographs this volume brings to light his
significant yet unrecognized role as a parliamentarian in cases such as
the mundhra case life insurance and freedom of press bill it also busts
some myths about feroze s controversial birth his personal life his
importance as a politician and his relationship with the nehrus with
interesting details about feroze as a young boy in allahabad to his years
as a freedom fighter journalist congressman and a politician this volume
examines the chronology of events that shaped the life of feroze
Forged in Crisis 2014-03-30 this book explores dialogue as a
transformative form of philosophical practice by unveiling the method
behind the unique dialogue developed by mystic and thinker jiddu
krishnamurti 1895 1986 while krishnamurti himself generally rejected the
cultivation of systems and techniques shai tubali argues that there are
easily identifiable patterns through which krishnamurti strove to realize
his dialogical aims for this reason he refers to this method whose
existence has evaded krishnamurti s followers and scholars alike as the
krishnamurti dialogue he suggests that these discursive patterns serve to



broaden our understanding of the possibilities of philosophical and
religious dialogues and further illuminate established forms of dynamic
discourse such as the socratic method inspired by pierre hadot s
revolutionary reading of the classical greco roman texts the author
centers his attention on plato s socratic dialogues and the guru disciple
conversations in the hindu upanishads which fall within the scope of what
may be termed the transformative dialogue dialogues that have been
written with the intention of bringing about a transformation in the mind
of the interlocutor and reader and reorienting their way of life this text
appeals to students as well as researchers and suggests that the
krishnamurti dialogue is not only a continuation and development of the
transformative dialogue but that it also amalgamates ingredients of
classical western philosophy and south asian mysticism moreover this
type of dialogue encourages readers to revisit the lost practice of
transformative philosophy in that it reveals new pathways of
philosophical and religious inquiry that bear thought provoking practical
implications
The Making of Martyrs in India, Pakistan & Bangladesh 2021-05-18
this scholarly monograph initiates an open dialogue with an open mind
with scientists philosophers and social activists on symbiosis of science
and spirituality it discusses the generation of innovation in science for
human survival part i investigates creativity in science part ii explores
symbiosis of science and spirituality part iii deals with science education
and ethics part iv discusses a new vision on earthquake and tsunamis
America's Alternative Religions 1995-07-01 south asia is one of the
most volatile regions of the world and india s complex democratic
political system impinges on its relations with its south asian neighbours
focusing on this relationship this book explores the extent to which
domestic politics affect a country s foreign policy the book argues that
particular continuities and disjunctures in indian foreign policy are linked
to the way in which indian elites articulated indian identity in response to
the needs of domestic politics the manner in which these state elites
conceive india s region and regional role depends on their need to stay in
tune with domestic identity politics such exigencies have important
implications for indian foreign policy in south asia analysing india s
foreign policy through the lens of competing domestic visions at three
different historical eras in india s independent history the book provides a
framework for studying india s developing nationhood on the basis of



these idea s of india this approach allows for a deeper and a more
nuanced interpretation of the motives for india s foreign policy choices
than the traditional realist or neo liberal framework and provides a useful
contribution to south asian studies politics and international studies
A Survey of Hinduism 2010-03-10 proche du sage indien pupul jayakar
grande figure intellectuelle de l inde du xx e siècle dessine un portrait
plein d humanité de jiddu krishnamurti et permet au lecteur de découvrir
toutes les facettes de ce penseur majeur du siècle écoulé la biographie
de référence de krishnamurti dans une traduction entièrement revue
quand krishnamurti entra silencieusement dans la pièce je ressentis un
ébranlement de tout mon être une intense impression d immensité et de
rayonnement pendant un instant je me sentis anéantie seulement
capable de le dévisager pupul jayakar retrace la vie de jiddu krishnamurti
1895 1986 avec lequel elle noua un lien de vénération et d amitié elle
évoque l homme autant que le maître les relations qu il tissait avec ses
proches sa grande exigence l intensité de son écoute et son humour issu
d une famille de brahmanes de l État indien de l andhra pradesh
krishnamurti fut très jeune pris en charge par la société théosophique qui
voyait en lui l instructeur du monde dont elle avait proclamé la venue
mais il rejeta très vite toute organisation religieuse des expériences
mystiques la qualité de son observation des milliers de contacts humains
dans le monde entier ont façonné sa réflexion consulté par nehru et
gandhi krishnamurti a exercé une influence profonde sur ses
contemporains en inde aux États unis et en europe cette biographie de
référence offre une multitude d aperçus inédits sur l enseignement de ce
penseur d envergure universelle
Feroze The Forgotten Gandhi 2016-11-29 wisdom seekers the rise of
the new spirituality explores the origins and precursors of the new age
movement its consolidation within the american counterculture of the
late 1960s and its development into an international spiritual perspective
in contemporary western society the book considers the influence on the
new age of metaphysicians like emanuel swedenborg mesmer madame
blavatsky and gurdjieff pioneering thinkers like freud jung and william
james and the contribution to new age thought of indian spiritual
traditions and transpersonal psychology wisdom seekers also describes
the way in which the new age paradigm has absorbed the most recent
discoveries of quantum physics and consciousness research and it
explores the new age focus on personal spiritual experience rather than



formal religious doctrines
The Transformative Philosophical Dialogue 2023-10-15 magisterial the
financial times an updated edition of ramachandra guha s india after
gandhi with new material that explains the major events policy shifts and
controversies of the past decade placing them in their proper sociological
and historical context and setting out the author s justifiable concerns for
the decline of democracy in india born against a background of privation
and civil war divided along lines of caste class language and religion
independent india emerged somehow as a united and democratic country
ramachandra guha s hugely acclaimed book tells the full story the pain
and the struggle the humiliations and the glories of the world s largest
and least likely democracy while india is sometimes the most
exasperating country in the world it is also the most interesting
ramachandra guha writes compellingly of the myriad protests and
conflicts that have peppered the history of free india moving between
history and biography the story of modern india is peopled with
extraordinary characters guha gives fresh insights into the lives and
public careers of those long serving prime ministers jawaharlal nehru and
indira gandhi but the book also writes with feeling and sensitivity about
lesser known though not necessarily less important indians peasants
tribals women workers and musicians massively researched and
elegantly written india after gandhi is a remarkable account of india s
rebirth and a work already hailed as a masterpiece of single volume
history this third edition brings the story fully up to date
Symbiosis Of Science And Spirituality Generation Of Innovation
In Science For Human Survival 2006-10-30 indira gandhi 1917 1984
fut premier ministre de l inde de 1966 à 1977 puis de 1980 à 1984 sa vie
est racontée ici par sa meilleure amie une vie privée ratée une mère
antique une femme de pouvoir
India in South Asia 2013-09-02 from an acclaimed economist and
politician a unique never before seen look at the life of one of india s
most well known prime ministers indira gandhi and her work to protect
the environment and champion the preservation of nature and the
climate indira gandhi prime minister of india for sixteen years was as
charismatic as she was controversial both admired and criticized for her
political judgments and actions yet what has never been fully revealed is
her lifelong commitment and love for nature and how that defined her
very being weaving personal political and environmental history politician



and scholar jairam ramesh presents a compelling portrait of an
extraordinary public figure he chronicles how and why she made a
personal passion a public calling how her views on the environment
remained steadfast even as her political and economic stances evolved
how her friendships with conservationists led to far reaching decisions to
preserve india s biodiversity how she urged cajoled and persuaded her
colleagues in making significant decisions regarding forests and wildlife
and how her own finely developed instincts and initiatives resulted in
landmark policies programs and laws that have endured to this day
drawing extensively from unpublished letters notes messages and
memos indira gandhi a life in nature is both a lively engaging narrative
about the little known parts of indira gandhi s life and also sheds
important light on climate change and sustaining the environment today
s most pressing global issues
Krishnamurti, une vie 2022-03-03 among the most famous visionaries
of our times j krishnamurti 1895 1986 continues to transform thought
lifestyles and education across continents more than three decades after
his death in this new biography tracing the nine long decades of his life
from his growing up years his relationships to his writings and talks
roshen dalal provides a much needed corrective an objective and
balanced view of his legacy adopted by theosophists at the age of
fourteen and proclaimed a world teacher and messiah in 1929
krishnamurti dissolved the order of the star created for him and went on
to develop his own philosophy what is it about his ideas that draws the
following of generations of people delivered to a divided world then what
makes his message so relevant now while his ideas on education are
idealistic why do they continue to be everlasting in their contribution and
appeal krishnamurti s vision is of a world without boundaries or wars a
world where compassion and goodness predominate and his message is
that such a world can be arrived at only through individual
transformation b24 there is no direct path to transformation yet through
intense perception and understanding it is possible to achieve this goal
carefully reconstructing the events and extracting the essence of his
talks dalal dispels several myths explains his teachings and reveals the
underlying theosophical and occult influence in krishnamurti s life here is
the most complete biography yet of one of the greatest thinkers of the
twentieth century
Wisdom Seekers 2011-03-16



India After Gandhi 2023-11-09
Indira Gandhi 1994
Indira Gandhi 2017-06-10
J. Krishnamurti: A Life of Compassion beyond Boundaries 2020-06-25
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